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Examples of concepts with a high contex score for 
the person class of the YOLOv5 model trained on 
MS COCO 2017:

In principle, context scores can be computed by other means, however:

L-CRP provides both object-specificity and high resolution, 
leading to the most faithful context scores.

To quanitatively check the context scores' (C) faithfulness, we propose to evaluate 
the background sensitivity (S) of concepts by perturbing the object background 
and measuring the effect on concept relevances. 
L-CRP leads to the highest correlation and smallest RMSD between C and S.

We observe, that concepts are used differently throughout
classes.  
An 'arm'-like concept can be used to detect a person, 
but it is, in this example, also used to detect tennis 
rackets or baseball gloves.

A 'wavy'-like concept can be used to detect a bed 
(blanket), boat (water) or skis (snow on mountain).

With L-CRP, we can automatically find relevant concepts that focus strongly on the background. 
As we know which neurons are responsible, we can start interacting with the model.

To give an example, we have found that the YOLOv5 
model uses background concepts to detect frisbees.
As frisbees are often depicted together with a dog, 
the model has learned to often rely on dog-concepts 
for frisbee detections.

To probe the model, we remove the dog from the 
image, leading to a missed frisbee prediction, 
confirming the use of dog features.
We can further flip (remove) the corresponding neurons 
(background concepts) and can measure a decrease in 
the output logit. 
This decrease also correlates with the presence of a dog 
in an image.

In fact, objects of different classes occur often together in the MS COCO dataset, leading to background biases.
Other examples include the person class and frisbees or surfing boards.

Flipping only a few background
neurons can lead to missed 
surfing board predictions, as in 
the examples shown to the right.
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Conclusion and Outlook
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L-CRP enables concept-based explanations for segmentation and object detection models. 

With L-CRP, we can localize the background concepts in the model architecture, enabling us to 
interact with the model.

Having ground truth object localizations available allows us to measure to what extend concepts 
focus on the background. 

Compared to using latent activation or relevance maps, L-CRP offers the most faithful context 
scores due to object-specificity and high resolution (input-level resolution).
We can find several background concepts, often corresponding to objects of another class. Such 
model behavior is not surprising, as objects are often depicted together with another object class 
(e.g. frisbees and dogs), allowing the model to learn short-cuts (e.g. background biases).

Link to 
our Paper

Concept-specific Explanations for Localization Models

A Overview

B How does L-CRP work?
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1) collect samples where 
concept is most relevant

2) localize concept
via concept heatmaps

by conditioning backpropagation to individual paths

we can compute 
a relevance score 
per concept

Other attribution methods can be used with L-CRP!
See paper for comparison regarding faithfulness and complexity.
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A Computing Context Scores

B The Best Way to Compute Context Scores?

C Example of Context Bias
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D Context Scores are Class-specific

Want to generate explanations, too? 
Check our repository! We currently support 
SSD, YoloV5+V6, DeepLabV3+ and UNet.

We propose L-CRP context scores to find concepts that are highly used for background features.

In future work, it will be interesting to unlearn the background bias.
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enable traditional explanations (LRP [2])

by handling the
localization output

enable concept-conditional explanations with CRP [1]
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L-CRP communicates the most relevant concepts used in predictions of segmentation or object detection models.
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